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Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
From document type definitions and XQuery to Web services and form development, this book takes you through all of the XML capabilities that companies want to implement today. It not only covers the basics of XML and the XML specification, but also shows you the XML-based applications that are driving the tech industry forward, such as blogging...
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Networks, Crowds, and Markets: Reasoning About a Highly Connected WorldCambridge University Press, 2010

	Over the past decade there has been a growing public fascination with the complex connectedness of modern society. This connectedness is found in many incarnations: in the rapid growth of the Internet, in the ease with which global communication takes place, and in the ability of news and information as well as epidemics and financial crises...
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MODx Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
This book teaches you how to use MODx for creating powerful dynamic web sites, even without the knowledge of a programming language as a prerequisite. It leads the reader step by step in a logical pattern to build a complete web site. Each chapter covers certain concepts with simple examples. All the examples if you follow along, aggregate to a...
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Writing and Querying MapReduce Views in CouchDBO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you are reading this book, then you likely have already installed CouchDB, explored the Futon web administration console, and created a few documents using the cURL command-line tool. You may even have created a CouchApp or other type of application that accesses documents stored in a CouchDB database. However, to use CouchDB for...
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Power Query for Power BI and ExcelApress, 2014

	Power Query for Power BI and Excel is a book for people who are tired of copying and pasting data into Excel worksheets. Power Query, part of the Microsoft Power BI suite, is a tool that automates the process of getting data into Excel and will save you hours of dull, repetitive, and error-prone work! Power Query makes it easy to...
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Murach's SQL Server 2012 for Developers (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2012

	Every application developer who uses SQL Server 2012 should own this book. To start, it presents the essential SQL statements for retrieving and updating the data in a database. You have to master these to work effectively with database data in your applications. Then, it shows you how to design and create a database, because application...
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jQuery For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how jQuery can make your Web page or blog stand out from the crowd!


	jQuery is free, open source software that allows you to extend and customize Joomla!, Drupal, AJAX, and WordPress via plug-ins. Assuming no previous programming experience, Lynn Beighley takes you through the basics of jQuery from the very start.
...
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Advanced Visual Basic 6: Power Techniques for Everyday ProgramsAddison Wesley, 2000
In Advanced Visual Basic 6, leading Visual Basic expert Matthew Curland demonstrates powerhouse techniques programmers can use to write high-performance, robust, and reusable VB code.  Readers learn how to leverage the close relationships between VB, COM, and OLE Automation, extending the envelope of VB's capabilities and...
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Engineering a Compiler, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The practice of compiler construction changes continually, in part because the designs of
	processors and systems change. For example, when we began to write Engineering a Compiler
	(eac) in 1998, some of our colleagues questioned the wisdom of including a chapter on
	instruction scheduling because out-of-order execution threatened to make...
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The Importance of Pi-Interactions in Crystal Engineering: Frontiers in Crystal EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Crystal engineers aim to control the way molecules aggregate in the crystalline phase and are therefore concerned with crystal structure prediction, polymorphism, and discovering the relative importance of different types of intermolecular forces and their influence on molecular structure. In order to design crystal structures, knowledge of...
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Developing Microsoft .NET Controls with Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2003
Every click on a menu item or a dialog box—every interaction with a control—shapes the user’s experience and satisfaction with your software. Learn how to maximize the usability and impact of your Visual Basic .NET-based solutions by using the powerful intrinsic controls in the .NET Framework right out of the box—or by...
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Pro Core Data for iOS: Data Access and Persistence Engine for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2011

	The power of Core Data allows iOS developers to efficiently store and retrieve application data using familiar object-oriented paradigms. Pro Core Data for iOS explains both how and why to use Core Data for data storage, from simple to advanced techniques. Covering common and advanced persistence patterns, this book prepares any iOS developer...
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